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Getting to Know Your Neighbours, by Betty McNichol 

Jonathan and Sandy Hooper 

Driving along the Black Lake Road you will see a modest wooden sign announcing Woodhenge, a 
beautiful 25-acre property, nestled along the north shore of Black Lake and Black Lake Creek. 
Mature oak, pine, elm, and birch trees surround the cottage, perched high on a hill. Recently I spent 
a delightful sunny morning on the front deck, sipping Earl Gray tea with one of the owners, Jonathon 
Hooper. 

In 1973, Jonathon’s parents, Bill & Tricia Hooper, purchased the property and the then small 
cottage. Bill worked for the Department of External Affairs, as an Ambassador, and was placed for 
as long as two years in foreign countries.  Their children, Jonathon, Jeremy and Alison were entering 
their teens; this was a perfect place for them to spend their summers. 

Jonathon remembers he and their friends daily gathering just up the shore at Woolam’s boat house, 
then spending their day water skiing, swimming at Blueberry Island (known to some as Turkey 
Island) or at Narrows Island or at Mantelpiece Island; then evenings spent in the boat house listening 
to music, playing canasta – “hanging out”.  Not much different than the teens on the lake today. 
Many of these “teens” are still on the lake and continue to be good friends. 

Additions to the cottage have made Woodhenge into a beautiful home. Trish Hooper was alone here 
for fourteen days during the ice storm of 1999. Cooking on a small space heating woodstove, 
listening to the crackle of the ice in the trees – which bent the birch branches to the ground with their 
weight.  Their pets have been buried under the trees and Trish’s ashes spread here – “there are 
many friendly spirits wandering Woodhenge”. 

Jonathon has inherited his parent’s love of the lake and this land. When he married his wife Sandy, 
his love for this place was part of “the package”. They are here every weekend and holiday - 
maintaining the property – “puttering” – enjoying “the Castle” as they now refer to their place. 
Beautiful flowerbeds and shrubs surround the house. Jonathon and Sandy are advocates of the 
three “Rs” – reduce, reuse, recycle. They use only environmentally friendly products on their 
property “as everything we use here eventually ends up in the lake”. Jonathon carefully manages 
their forest, harvesting dead trees to give room for new growth. They have decided not to fight the 
deer, let them have their way – “they were here first”. 

In 2002 while out for a walk, they noted “stakes” on their property along the Black Lake Road and 
assumed they were part of roadwork being done by the township. Shortly, they discovered their 
property was part of the eight claims staked by the Graphite Mountain Mining Co. on and around 
Black Lake. The then Lake Association Directors Bob Pelletier and Grant O’Connor, with help from 
Farrell Crook successfully disputed the claims. This event has made Jonathon an avid Lake 
Association Director and a supporter of CMAG and their “Three Moderate Proposals” for 
Modernization of the Ontario Mining Act. 

The Hoopers are good “neighbours” to Black Lake. Thank you for the wonderful visit spent on your 
deck Sandy and Jonathon. 
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Getting to Know Your Black Lake Neighbours, by Betty McNichol 

Caroly and Bob Gilchrist 

Recently I spent an enjoyable part of an afternoon visiting with Caroly and Bob Gilchrist for “Getting 
to Know Your Neighbours”. Their property on West Bay Drive is divided in half by the road – their 
home surrounded by mature pine and cedar trees on the lakeside, “Bob’s Tinker Shop” on the other. 
The “bush lot” is behind the shop. 

There is really two parts to the history of the Gilchrists at Black Lake. The first starts in 1957 when 
Arnold Carson, a farm machinery dealer, an entrepreneur, and a conservationist purchased 125 
acres from Gordon and Kitty McShane. The acreage ran from Black Creek, abutted the lake round 
the bay to the next creek running into the lake, then back to the Merkley property. The McShanes 
had been using the land as pasture for cattle. Arnold Carson, after purchase, surveyed cottage lots 
and planted the pasture with spruce and pine trees, which have grown into a productive mature 
forest. 

The second part of the story starts when Caroly Carson and Bob Gilchrist married in 1960. They own 
64 acres of Arnold Carson’s purchase, 58 of them the bush lot. Weekends and summers they spent 
camping with their three children at the lake, then in 1969 they built their cottage. In 1993, after 
working for thirty-three years with the Ottawa Police Department, the last eleven in arson 
investigation, Bob retired to the lake. Caroly followed in 1996 when she retired from Pitney Bowes.  

This interesting couple has traveled widely. Shortly after retirement they took in Hawaii plus many 
trips west to visit their children. Caroly has also visited Scotland, England, Puerto Rico and 
California. But Bob’s love is the lake, where he prefers to spend his time. 

They have turned the cottage into a comfortable home. Bob works full time caring for his bush lot, 
which suffered severe damage during the ice storm in 1998. One of their sons, an arborist, worked 
with his Dad, doing commercial work. It took them over six months to clean up ice damage. Bob also 
cares for the over kilometer West Bay road, doing the grading and plowing for the 24 residents. The 
"Tinker Shop" is needed for all his machinery. Caroly has a room in the shop for her crafts. She is 
also a very busy and dedicated volunteer in the mental health field.  

In 1970 Bob and Clayton Hands, from Hands Side Road, believed there was a need for a Lake 
Association. Many lake residents were doing work for the lake but there was no central organization 
to keep the records. Caroly and others had been doing lake water testing for ecoli (done at that time 
through the Public Health).  The shoals were being marked. A fishing derby had been organized. 
There were discussions of obtaining a pump for fire protection as well as discussions of fish 
stocking.  Bob took on the responsibility for keeping the creek inlet and outlet free of beaver dams. 
(Bob points out there is a natural ledge downstream on the outlet that keeps the lake at a fairly 
constant level.) So Bob and Clayton contacted all lake residents for donations, held an auction at St. 
Bridgets Hall in Stanleyville, raising $1000.00. The Black Lake Association was formed!! Clayton 
became the first president. The objectives of the association were the same then as now, 
preservation of the lake. 

This enjoyable couple are wonderful historians. Their love of Black Lake is evident in all the work 
they have done and are doing. The lake is lucky to have them. Thank you Caroly and Bob. 
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Getting to Know Your Black Lake Neighbours, by Betty McNichol 

Margot and Greg Hallam 

After the Black Lake Golf Tournament this year we were invited back to Margot and Greg Hallam’s 
beautiful home on the lake. They have the most magnificent fireplace, inset with many carved 
elephants – intriguing!!! What is the story of this unique fireplace? 

On the last day of summer I visited Elizabeth and Bob Pierman, they had just moved back from a 
summer spent at the lake. Their cottage, a kilometer down the road from their home on the Narrows 
Lock Road, is on the southeast side of Black Lake, a comfortable place with a beautiful view. 
 
They welcomed me to their lovely home with a pot of fresh tea and home made cookies. On an end 
wall – a replica fireplace to the Hallam’s, inset with carved elephants!!  
 
Elizabeth and Bob Pierman’s history with Black Lake goes back to the 1940’s.  Elizabeth Lally’s 
parent’s farm was close enough to the lake for her, at age 13, to walk to McGlade's Fishing Resort 
on Black Lake in the summer. Here she worked as a cook and general helper. St. Bridget’s Church 
in Stanleyville used one of the cottages, which she cleaned on Palmer’s Point as a retreat house; it 
came complete with an altar!! She also worked at Billinski Landing where she met Bob Pierman. 
 
Bob was originally from Binghamton New York. His parents, Fred and Mary Pierman, owned and 
operated a hotel there. Unfortunately his Dad died leaving Bob and his Mom to run the hotel. She 
remarried Stanley Billinski. When the hotel burnt down, the family decided to move to Ontario. 
  
Bob was only 16 in 1947 when they moved up to Black Lake. His Mom and stepfather had bought 
the land running along the lake from now Star Point Road down to Black Creek. There was also a 
piece of property directly across on the north side of the lake where there was an old mica mine (one 
of fifteen in North Burgess) – approximately 800 to 1000 acres in all!! On a bay on the southeast 
shore of the property, they built their house, eleven cottages and a barn to house the herd of milking 
cows. They had no hydro until 1955. This made for hard work: cutting trees for firewood, building 
cottages, cutting ice in the winter to put in the icehouse for summer use, cooking, cleaning, milking - 
all done by hand.  
 
One of Bob’s jobs was to take the cream down to the cheese factory at Black Creek. It was also one 
of Elizabeth’s jobs to take the milk from her parent’s farm to the cheese factory. This gave the two an 
opportunity to meet and possibly spoon. On weekends the local youth gathered for cards, dances, 
frequently at Billinski’s Landing. 
 
The cottages were rented in the summer and the barn was quite often cleared out to sleep up to an 
additional fourteen fishermen! The “Landing” was advertised with the “American Plan”- breakfast and 
supper plus all the fish you could catch!  
 
Mary Billinski had a fascination with elephants. Visiting serviceman were offered a free supper if they 
would send a carved elephant from where they were stationed. Carved elephants trickled in from all 
over the world! She hired Joe Oakley to build a fireplace and set in over fifteen elephants into the 
stonework.  
 
They was also ran a small store and restaurant where lake residents could eat and pick up supplies. 
Many people remember dropping over for an ice cream cone on a hot day. The bay was also a great 
gathering place for local kids to gather for a swim. In the 50’s, Stan Billinski left to return to the 
States, leaving Bob and his mother to run the business alone. 



 
Elizabeth and Bob married in 1952, buying a farm close by on the Narrows Lock Road.  Along came 
their five sons and life was very busy. Bob had always said he wanted a fireplace like his Moms. So 
on Sundays, after church, they packed a lunch, took their five boys out for a picnic stopping to pick 
up stones for the construction. Joe Oakley then built their fireplace, inset with two elephants.  
 
In 1961 Mary sold the acreage and Billinski’s Landing to Earl Rose who in turn developed the land 
along the lake. Before the sale she deeded two double lots to Bob & Elizabeth on Island View Drive, 
one on either side of the icehouse. They cleared the land and built their three-bedroom cottage. 
During construction Liz remembers Gary, their third son, just seven, going out each day in the boat 
to catch enough fish for lunch that they cooked over a wood-fire.  
 
The Piermans have a 62-year history with Black Lake. All five of their boys - Fred, Don, Gary, Kevin 
and Robert, their wives, the ten grandchildren, and one great-grandchild, live within ten miles of the 
Lake. Robert the youngest has built a home on their second lot. Gary still fishes the lake summer 
and winter. All return to the lake to visit and holiday.  
 
In 1971 Wally and Lee Dyer bought Billinski Landing and 80 acres from Earl Rose; they continued to 
rent out the cottages. Then in 1997 Greg Hallam bought the main house, two cottages and what 
remained of  the Landing. 
 
My thanks to Elizabeth and Bob for the story behind the fireplaces inset with carved elephants. Our 
visit was a delightful way to spend a fall afternoon learning Black Lake history from the Piermans. 
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Getting to Know Your Black Lake Neighbours, by Betty McNichol 

The Kirkpatrick Clan 

The Kirkpatrick Clan (Murray and Dorothea’s that is) is a large family that now includes four 
generations. Weekends and holidays, summer and winter, find most of them gathered at “The Point”. 
The property, bought from Paul and Jean McShane in 1978, curves down into a small bay with a 
beautiful vista of the north end of the lake and Turkey Island. 
 
Before Black Lake they had cottaged at the Kirkpatrick family cottage on the Rideau with 
Murray’s brother and sister.  By 1978 Murray and Dot’s children – Monty, Terry, Laurie and Shawn, 
26, 23, 21, and 19 were living across Ontario, some with partners and kids of their own. They saw 
Black Lake as a place for a family refuge, a place to continue their close family ties. 
 
The cottage has gone through many additions, eventually in 1992 into their permanent home. 
Murray died in 1998. Dot stayed for six years on her own, then moved into town. For 32 years the 
“clan” has gathered at the Point. The “kids” all have spouses, all have children and their children 
children. They gather together, living, working on projects, having adventures. 
 
What is the secret to their success in happily sharing the Point? On Sunday I was invited to join 
them at their usual gathering place, the front lawn, if it had been later in the day or raining we would 
be around the ever-burning fire at the fire pit. Thirteen adults telling stories, eight grandkids leaning 
against a parent or uncle listening and adding their memories.  The first two summers were spent 
tenting on the property. Supplies were carted by wheelbarrow a half kilometer in, around trees, rocks 
and cows. Poppa Murray cooked the meals on an open fire, started with one match and kept going 
the whole time they were there. The first projects were a small cottage and a road. The road in went 
as far as McShane's cottages, the rest a cow path to their lot (about a half kilometer). The projects 
were discussed and planned. They cut the trees, pulled stumps, hauled rock, borrowed trucks to 
haul the gravel – the road in was done! The cottage 12x16 was also built, everyone assisting, that 
building still stands today as a “Bunkie” for the cousins. 
 
In the winter of 1980, with Paul McShane’s help and an ice cutting saw run by the engine of a model 
A ford, pulled out on the ice by horse and sleigh, they learned how to harvest ice and stored it in an 
ice shed for the next summer. They continued this for five or six years until the hydro line was 
brought in. Rick remembers hauling a chunk to the lake to wash off the dust, where it would turn 
crystal clear and in the ice chest it would last longer than needed. In the winter nearly every 
weekend there would be up to seventeen at the lake tobogganing, skating, and skiing. The 
grandkids remember baths by the woodstove in a washtub and being warned to stay away from the 
“cold zone” (frost built up on the floor nails up to an inch high)! The best memory- the luge run, built 
with packed snow and iced with hauled water from the lake, running around the back of the house, 
an old diaper box the sled. 
 
Summer “adventures” were planned together such as the Black Creek run. The float boat would pull 
the fish boat and the canoe down to the mouth of the creek, the fish boat was used to get to the 
beaver dam and rock ledge, from there the canoe was used, the plan was to reach the Rideau! It 
has never been reached but plans are still afloat to do so. Their adventures sometimes took them off 
the lake, canoeing from Bob’s Lake to the Big Rideau a three-day trip, white water rafting at Cobden, 
canoeing from Dalhousie Lake to the Mississippi to Innisville. Always starting from the Point, ending 
there, always done together. 
Mark Your Meeting 
Dump day was the highlight of the week for the youngest grandkids. They would pile into Poppa’s 



truck, one was chosen “to help drive” out the cottage road, off to the dump, then off for ice cream at 
the Stanleyville store. Murray and Dorothea were part of the lake community. They joined the early 
lake association helping out with M.A.P.L.E. Their small aluminum boat loaded with shrubs and 
cuttings, each year they went around the lake helping others to replant the shoreline. When Murray 
was recovering from Guillain Barre disease, Dot willingly manned the chain saw to cut a dead poplar 
tree. Over seventy she also took it upon herself to take the boating course for her license. 
 
Looking around at the four siblings and their families, you see the underlying respect they have for 
each other. None of them ever remember their parent’s community activities keeping them from 
coming to the lake. It was always “theirs” to use together. Even with Murray gone and Dorothea 
seldom coming out. “Poppa’s rules” – are still implemented, from basic water safety, consideration 
for others, and freedom within limits. Yearly the four “key holders” review their 
charter of principles or Poppa’s rules. Their close ties as a family was learned from their 
parents and is being passed to their children. Living, working, playing, enjoying each other together 
is their secret. 
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Getting to Know Your Black Lake Neighbours, by Betty McNichol 

Frank DuCross 

Down at the dock on a summer evening by chance you might see a boat, with an electric trolling 
motor, slip quietly by with a golden retriever dog in the bow. It is most likely Frank DuCross and his 
dog Ruff out for an evening of fishing. 

An avid outdoorsman all his life, Frank fishes in the summer, hunts in the fall and skis in the winter. 
On family property in Maxville   he hunts deer, duck and geese with a bow, a muzzle loading (black 
powder) gun or shotgun as the seasons allow. Up until last year he skied Tupper, White Face, Gore 
and Titus hills; as Frank, now 84, puts it “all my ski buddies have died or gotten too old to ski”!!!  

Frank has fished for over 70 years. He first trips started in 1939 with his Uncle Jimmy in who took 
him up to Lac Kiamika and Lac Marquis in the Laurentians to fish trout. His wife and three boys 
shared his love for the outdoors; holidays always included fishing, hunting and skiing. 

Fishing brought him to Black Lake, his plan was to have a place here to fish in the summer and set 
out to ski in the winter. In 1992 he bought property on the north shore building a four-season home, 
eventually the travel distance in the winter to ski was tiring. So in 1997 he again built but this time a 
small cottage on adjoining property with space for a summer garden, a dock for his boat and a 
garage to store his boat. In summer a large screen covers the garage door – a welcome sign for 
neighbours to drop in for coffee. 

Frank keeps accurate records of where; with what, and how many fish he has caught in the lake. He 
of course would not reveal “the where” or lures used but offered his records as to the catch. Pickerel, 
pike, large and small mouth bass, perch and crappies all land in his boat over a seasons fishing. 
Crappies are his favourite and ours as he keeps his neighbours supplied with fish – they come 
cleaned and frozen in one-meal amounts! He has a small building to the side of the cottage for 
cleaning, filleting, weighing and labeling his catch. 

Here are some examples of his recorded catch: 

- 1995 he caught 241 crappies, 35 bass, and 35 pickerel 

- 2000 700 crappie, 31 bass, and 13 pickerel 

- 2009 143 crappie, 64 bass, and 40 pickerel  

He finds pickerel fishing “boring” enjoying the “fight” of bass and crappies much more. 

An Osprey at the northeast end of the lake often follows his boat, slowly circling on updrafts, 
patiently waiting for Frank to throw out unwanted rock bass. The bird then torpedoes down to pick up 
an easy meal! 

It is enjoyable to sit on a warm sunny afternoon in Frank’s large screened garage (over instant 
coffee) listening to stories of the previous days catch or stories of the bow hunt up in Maxville. Frank 
is a great storyteller, a generous friend and a good neighbour. 
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Getting to Know Your Black Lake Neighbours, by Rebecca Dudgeon 

The Dudgeon Family 

From the very beginning, the Dudgeon’s cottages have always been about two of the most important 
things in life: family and friendship. In 1961, Mary and Earl Dudgeon made the trek out from Ottawa 
to Black Lake to see the properties they would soon call their own. They learned of the property on 
the lake through their friends and next-door neighbours in Ottawa, Harold and Enid Bennett, who 
discovered the lots for sale on the lake. The Dudgeon family ended up buying three lots for $200 
each, side by side in the middle of the north shore.  One for Earl and Mary, one for Earl’s parents, 
Clarence and Dorothea Dudgeon, and one in between for a little extra shared space.  Harold and 
Enid had purchased the lot right beside Mary and Earl’s, making them friends and next-door 
neighbours in more places than one.  

During the following summer, the Dudgeon’s (both Clarence and Dorothea, and Mary and Earl) built 
their cottages.  Built originally as a small rectangular 20 by 40 foot cottage, Mary and Earl’s cottage 
had all the modern amenities with a wood stove, a kitchen with running water from the lake and even 
an indoor bathroom.  There was a bedroom for themselves, along with one for their young son 
Philip, and their daughter Janet.  The Bennetts, rather than building right away, tented on their 
property for the first summer, moving the tent around to help determine the ideal best spot on the 
land to place their future cottage.  With their new cottages, the friendship between the Dudgeons 
and the Bennetts grew even stronger.  Mary remembers with a smile on her face all the laughter and 
memories the families shared together over the years.  The Bennett’s held an annual ‘Black Lake 
Regatta’ with lots of games, water sports and of course, food.  Costumes were often encouraged 
and Mary remembers Harold wearing a baby bonnet, giant diaper and holding a soother the whole 
time, drawing giggles from everybody in attendance. They would often play a game called “Dump 
the Fruit Basket” which was far too energetic for a relaxing time at the cottage but always ended in 
huge fits of laughter from all.  When asked, Mary described their relationship with the Bennetts as 
‘really like family’. 

Clarence and Dorothea lived in Norwood, which meant the families would ‘meet in the middle’ on the 
weekends over the summer to catch up and enjoy some shared time at the lake.  “Clarence was a 
wonderful father-in-law,” Mary recounts. A World War I vet turned dentist, he was incredibly 
generous, kind, and always there to lend a hand and smile. Dorothea, equally as wonderful, was a 
quintessential busy bee. When she wasn’t working in the gardens, making mosaics, or taking 
general interest classes at night, she could be found playing games and enjoying time with her 
grandchildren. With Clarence and Dorothea right next door, Mary, Earl, Philip and Janet were able to 
build a long-lasting and very special relationship with Earl’s parents.  

The cottages have all changed over the past fifty-plus years with additions being added here and 
renovations undertaken there.  A beautiful boathouse was added to Clarence and Dorothea’s as well 
as a screened in porch to the cottage.  Mary and Earl’s cottage has gone through a number of 
‘upgrades’ over the years and the Bennett’s was completely transformed into a beautiful summer 
retreat.   

With every passing year, the Dudgeons continued to experience life in the summer on Black Lake. 
Mary remembers the 1984 tornado that ripped through the area, causing trees to crash and the wind 
to roar. To this day, the damage from that storm is still evident in many spots around the lake.  Philip 
met one of his best friends, Jonathan Hooper, on the lake. They were “Best Man” at each other’s 
weddings.  Janet’s friendship with their neighbour in Ottawa, Elizabeth Bennett (Enid and Harold’s 
daughter) also grew at the cottage, with the two of them being in each other’s weddings years later. 
All four of them are still friends to this day and continue to regularly enjoy time at Black Lake.  



As everyone has gotten older, children have grown up, and people have moved away, the 
Dudgeon’s cottages have remained a central, happy summer hub for all in the family. When 
Clarence and Dorothea passed away, their cottage remained in the family and became Janet’s.  She 
and her husband, Bill Henderson, continue to spend their summers at the Lake every year sharing 
their love of the lake with their children, Matthew and Caitlin, who are now married with families of 
their own.  Philip, his wife Belinda and their two children, Thomas and Rebecca keep the second 
cottage and bring Mary, who turned 91 this past May up to the cottage on the weekends.  Belinda 
has been frequenting the cottage since she and Philip started dating back in high school in 1977.   

The cottage has always been about family and a place slightly different than home where the pace is 
just a little more relaxed.  Mary’s sister Peg along with their mother stayed at the cottage many 
times, loving every moment of it.  Janet’s husband Bill, absolutely loves the cottage too, using the 
peace and quiet to paint and read.  Thomas loves to kayak and enjoy time on the lake.  A bench sits 
on the path down to the water, where Mary has often sat, watching her grandkids (and now great-
grandkids) playing in the water.  In many ways a full circle has happened.  She says that the cottage 
is entering another new chapter - one with new memories to be made. This “new chapter” however 
has the same backbone as the ones that came before it – one that remains at its core a centre for 
family love, friendship, and summer fun. 

 

 


